The definitions of integration and differentiation of fractional order of real or complex-valued functions go back -471 -
where r denotes the Gamma function. Obviously, if u belongs to L 1 (I) then D" 0^ exists almost everywhere and belongs to the same spaoe.
The derivative D a u of order a of a function u is now defined indirectly through fractional integration. Kore precisely, D^uit) = £ (D' (1 " a) *(t)) whenever it exists. Additional details and properties may be found e.g. in [3] or [4] .
The definitions of integration and differentiation of fractional order of real or complex-valued functions go back -471 -to J.Licuville, B.riicQann, and H.'Vsyl. In connection with !•? place transform theory, these notations are intensively treated in [2] , see also [6] , For recent literature see the papers in [l] , moreover, in [1] the reader will obtain some ideas on th« theory of fractional integration and differentiation in connection with semi-group theory and linear partial differential equations.
Our result reads as follows. theorem 1. Let xQe IR and let f be a continuous function defined on I*IR. xif, moreover, f satisfies in the second variable the Lipschitz condition, then the equation
has a unique solution existing on (0,T] such that
Without loss of generality we may suppose that T > 1. Denote by X the set of all continuous functions on (0,2] which are Lebesgue integrable on I. We endow the vector space X with the sequence of seminormss T p0(x) = j |x(t)|dt, pn(x) = sup Ix(t JI, n=1,2,...; 0 fa" 1^t iT under this topology, X becomes a Frechet space. The proof is based on the following fixed point theorem [5] . The 0 r e m . Let P and I be mappings of X into itself such that pm(Fu-Pv) $ k*pm(Iu-Iv), m=0,i,..., for all u,v eX, where k is a constant less than 1. If I as a one-to--one transformation for which P 
